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Abstract—This research study aimed to survey and analyze the attitudes of pre-service teachers’ the analytical thinking development based on Miller’s Model. The informants of this study were 22 third year teacher students majoring in Thai. The course where the instruction was conducted was English for Academic Purposes in Thai Language 2. The instrument of this research was an open-ended questionnaire with two dimensions of questions: academic and satisfaction dimensions. The investigation revealed the positive attitudes. In the academic dimension, the majority of 12 (54.54%), the highest percentage, reflected that the method of teaching analytical thinking and language simultaneously was their new knowledge and the similar percentage also belonged to text cohesion in writing. For the satisfaction, the highest frequency count was from 17 of them (77.27%) and this majority favored the openness or friendliness of the teacher.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is highly expected that education reform can be successfully conducted due to human resource development. This is a great potential to better Thailand’s competitive performance but, among the selected 60 countries for ranking by IMD, 2013, Thailand was the 51st among them all [1]. Several years until the present, educational organizations have tried many strategies to make the educational system better by focusing on human development. A variety of related policies have been launched and a large amount of budget has been used to facilitate many projects. Nevertheless, achieving the successful development still requires much endeavor and a long period of time to investigate phases of improvement. Therefore, educational reform is prioritized whereby teacher quality is primarily important [2]-[4] added that teacher quality is a factor supportive to successful education as teachers with good competence are, with greater expectation, able to improve learning achievement of students and, then, quality of education effectively. Furthermore, [5]-[7] purposed that well-trained professional teachers are capable of developing the society and educating the young generations with the values of intelligence, virtue and happiness in order to support the country’s development.

Further to the Higher Education Development Plan Version 11 [8], educational institutes in Thailand follow the direction of human development for educational reform by doing their curriculum development. This adaptation is conducted with intention to promote the analytical thinking skill instead of memorization and to enhance practical skills instead of theoretical knowledge. Regarding teacher education, these changes are made in order to strengthen teacher students of the nation the character of socially accepted citizen and intelligence for 21st century world community. As a result, the more quality teachers in the society there are, the more possible the successful educational reform is [9]. In addition, there can be more of effective thinkers to direct positive changes to the society and they can be considered as potential mechanisms to move the country forward sustainably.

The obvious pathway to effective educational reform to boost competitive performance of the country is human resource development, especially the quality of teachers, but the challenge of doing so at the tertiary level is analytical thinking improvement [10]. In spite of the difficulty, it is imperative as this is valued as the core that professional teachers must attain for their future instruction, not being indulged in the flow of unscreened information, contemplating social currents knowingly and making better living quality [11]. Due to its importance, [12] unfolded the following reasons ensuring of necessity to grow this ability into the students: (1) The competitive potentials of Thai students are inadequate when compared to those in the global context and (2) They are to be taught to ponder news, information and emerging knowledge before judging, believing and using. To put this realization into practice, several tertiary educational institutes have included this character of intelligence in their curricula [13]. That is, it is highly expected that people well-educated through this thinking skill development must be able to think analytically and reasonably. Reference [14] presented that properties of an analytical thinker are developing his own set of viewpoint towards knowledge or information and contemplating about choice of solutions in case of facing problems. Consequently, a teaching method that can be of a good match to teaching the mentioned thinking skill is to be investigated and, then, applied appropriately.

From several studies in the light of the analytical thinking, researchers and theorists defined a wide range of meanings. From the illustration by [15], the analytical thinking is process of decision making which comprises of reasoning ability and
reflective thinking. Reference [16] shared more in detail that it is the ability to pinpoint an issue, select appropriate information for implementation, assume a related hypothesis and conclude in a logical manner. An explanation by [15] identified that the ability to convey ideas clinically and evaluate the gained knowledge are altogether the property of analytical thinking. The definition of the analytical thinking by [17] is skepticism, flexibility and ability to learn from or connect to other ideas. Reference [15] also stated that investigating the core of a subject matter and deciding whether to believe or deny it is the feature of analytical thinking. Reference [17] viewed it as the critical evaluation based on available evidence. Reference [16] clarified that the analytical skill is a process string of reasoning and judging according to well-considered principles. Also, [16] denoted that systematic evaluation with valid standards can also be considered as the analytical intelligence. According to [17], it is maintaining one’s aim and directing it to make judgment on the basis of well-considered principles. However, this intelligence property cannot be reached unless the more basic ones at the primary stages are solidified. To make this competence thrive among students, particularly pre-service teachers, systematic instruction and procedural assessment are prospective to be brought into the development process.

The above information reflects the importance of the analytical thinking as a necessary skill to be grounded in the pre-service teacher education. Besides, the systematic teaching method which includes deductive and inductive instruction and open for applying experiential or practical activities can hone the students for this crucial performance. Nonetheless, the effectiveness and efficiency of this skill development cannot be measured by only evaluating achievement in terms of scores but the attitude investigation can also present reflection, satisfaction degrees and useful feedback as a good assistance to further instructional delivery [21], [22]. Hence, this study aims to survey the attitudes of the pre-service teachers using a questionnaire. For the questionnaire design, it was made open-ended for the reason that the informants are allowed to give a diverse set of answers without feeling influenced [23]. Though the answers collected are very various, categorizing and summarizing information can help the analysis more effective and yield accurate results [24].

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

This research aims to survey and analyze the pre-service teachers’ attitudes towards analytical thinking skill teaching through Miller’s Model.

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Population

The third and fourth year student teachers majoring in Early Childhood Education, English, Mathematics, Science and Thai were population of this study. Only the Thai majors were comprised of 1 group while the others were classified into 2 for each. All of them enrolled in semester 1 and 2 of academic year 2013.

B. Participants

The informants of this study were 22 third year Thai majors enrolling in semester 2 of academic year 2013 and studying English for Academic Purposes in Thai Language 2. They were purposively selected.

C. Instrument

The questionnaire implemented in this study was made open-ended whereby the questions were written as topics for each part. As it aimed to survey the attitudes of the informants towards analytical thinking skill teaching based on Miller’s Model in the English course, it was classified into 6 parts: gained knowledge, good impression, unclear content, bad impression, further implication and other opinions towards the course. These questioning issues were created in order to collect more information in the broader scopes and made well-balanced among the investigations for (1) what they learned, what they could apply and what they did not understand and (2) what they preferred, what they disliked and what other feelings were. The questions in each part were written in the topic wording.
D. Procedure

The course in which analytical thinking was taught and overwhelmed by Miller’s Model instructional process was English for Academic Purposes in Thai Language 2. The analysis of language use and structure (word, sentence and discourse levels) were emphasized in this course. In the final week, all the students were asked to answer the questionnaire and, then, the researcher categorized their written attitudes found in the individual parts according to similarities and differences. The number of comments by the individuals after grouping was displayed as frequency and calculated into percentage.

IV. Findings

The information from the distributed questionnaire was collected and arranged into individual parts and presented in the tabular format.

From Table I, analytical thinking development methods used in language teaching and text cohesion in writing were considered by the majority of the informants, 12 students (54.54%) for each, as new knowledge. Besides, mind mapping for knowledge arrangement and systematic language teaching came the second with the frequency count of 6 students (27.27%) for each. The other pieces of information showed that knowledge from readings, ICT approaches for English self-study and types of constituents were new to the minority proportion, 1 student (4.54%) for each.

Considering knowledge application, half of them, 11 students (50%), agreed that analytical thinking in language learning was applicable and the same number, 11 students (50%), supported employing various formulaic writing techniques. There were the others they found useful and intended to bring into their further application: types of language structure for 8 students (36.36%), mind mapping for knowledge arrangement for 6 students (27.27%), analytical thinking development used in language teaching for 5 students (27.22%), text cohesion in writing for 3 students (13.63) and idea arrangement in pre-writing stage for 2 students (9.09%), respectively.

However, 7 (31.81%) and 2 Thai majors (9.09%) were in doubt of grammar and word choice, relatively. In the part of positive impression from the course, learning activities involving class participation were preferred by the largest number of the students, 12 Thai majors (54.54%), and followed by teacher’s assistance after class at the frequency proportion of 7 students (31.81%). Analytical thinking development methods used in language teaching and simple language in explanation were ranked after the previous ones due to the less proportion of 6 Thai majors (27.27%) for each. Next, 5 students (22.72%) favored mind mapping for knowledge arrangement. The satisfaction for various formulaic writing techniques, ICT approaches for English self-study and better translation ability were of the satisfaction of 1 Thai major (4.54%) for each. Though the doubt in the previous part, they had no dissatisfaction towards the teaching methods.

In addition, the investigation for other opinions in this open survey unfolded the following: 17 and 8 of them (77.27% and 36.36%) had positive attitudes towards the teacher’s friendliness and helpful assistance to their learning, enjoyable class atmosphere and detailed language learning were of the preference of 6 and 4 students (27.27% and 18.18%) and 3 students (13.63%) considered providing more of examples to solve their confusion helped them feel more ensured and solidified their understanding.

V. Conclusion

The students involved in this study were 22 undergraduates studying in Thai major and communicative English skills and
analytical thinking to language or text analysis were the focuses that the students were expected to achieve. In conducting this research, a questionnaire was designed to collect 2 dimensions of data: academic dimension and mental dimension. The first was divided into 3 portions: new knowledge, further implication, unclear content. Furthermore, the other aimed to investigate good impression, bad impression and other opinions towards the course.

In the academic dimension of the attitudes, the highest percentage belonged to the majority of 12 (54.54%). They informed that the method of teaching analytical thinking and language simultaneously was newly gained knowledge and the same number of this majority was also for text cohesion in writing in the same portion. For the other dimension, the result revealed there was the highest frequency count from 17 informants (77.27%) who were the majority in the part of other opinions, especially the openness or friendliness of the teacher.

From the percentage and frequency count above in the academic dimension, many learned the very analytical as new knowledge and so was the certain number of them for study skill and true knowledge areas. As they were Thai majors, they may not have been experienced these or may have focused more on general communicative English rather than analysis especially when it came to learning a foreign language. Importantly, these learned ones and related content were also rated practical for further use in their future writing and reading comprehension. However, in case of studying the course unrelated to a pedagogy discipline, it seemed surprising in that it was a new exposure for them to assimilate teaching techniques used in the class no matter what techniques the teacher applied. Their character of being keen on observing or memorizing any teaching method during the attendance may be, in addition, a supportive factor to this new exposure. This possible learning is beyond just the content understanding or learning outcomes stated in course objectives they were expected to achieve. If an instructional technique is effective, their occurred assimilation can be of adequate quality to make use in their future classrooms. In addition, learning by doing through a variety of activities and meaningful content throughout the process of Miller’s Model may have been supportive factors portraying them further implementation. However, the understanding of grammar and word choice was needed to be strengthened through frequent use and a greater exposure of English.

Regarding the satisfaction or mental dimension, the feedback was very diverse. They had positive attitudes towards the development in this course. This may have been resulted from several factors related to the course content, teaching method and the teacher’s assistance. This course was made digestible whereby mind mapping to teach analysis and collaborative learning activities were added as a good contribution along the stages of Knows, Knows how and Shows how. During the stage of giving a lecture, chunking all the complicated content was also done and it was passed on together with clear examples and detailed explanation for each. However, those having queries were given an extra time by appointment and other online self-study resources plus demonstration were also suggested for further revision and self-improvement. As a result of teaching the analytical thinking and English simultaneously, some of them were satisfied with their better knowledge on English which promoted their translation ability. In the final stage of Miller’s Model, Does, they were assigned to write a more complicated and longer piece of writing where they were to retrieve all the knowledge and skills previously gained to complete the final task. Along the process of teaching, in spite of differences in learning speed, background knowledge and learning styles, no one was left behind; therefore, the class was motivating for all to develop themselves and learning the very academic was more approachable for all.
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